
 

2019 BOARD MEETING - JANUARY 
 

16 JANUARY 2019 / 4:30-5:30 PM / L BRANDS, DC2 

ATTENDEES 

Sandy, Deb, Steve, Dana, Jenna, Cara 

On phone:  Mer, Ashley 

AGENDA 

Last Meeting Follow-up 

1. APPROVE MEETING MINUTES FROM 12.10.18 – DISTRIBUTED ON 12.11.18 : UNANIMOUS Approve 

New Business 

● NEW WEBSITE IS LIVE (All)  

○ www.breathofhopeohio.org  

○ some functionality tweaking, able to update and edit within hours, in house! 

○ Let Dana know if you need a gmail address; new emails end in .org instead of 

.com 

○ Cloud storage for agendas, minutes, updates, etc 

○ Ashley Eyles is currently working on profiles 

○ Question:  What is main avenue of contact?  Website or Facebook?  Able to pull 

metrics to review hits/queries.  Also, Facebook directs TO website, which has 

main communication to audience 
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● BUDGET APPROVALS (Dana) 

 

Graphic Designer – $2,000 

○ - a few options provided by Ashley 

○ - one options has no cost! 

○ - one engaged at present, complimentary services as well as advice regarding 

graphic presentations during key segments of event, including live streaming 

via Facebook during event. 

○ - meeting next week to finalize the celebration program, ticket, and invite 

○ - registration through BidPal 

○ - Event follow up- printed?  Video? 

 

Entertainment – Main $15,000, Cocktail Hour $200 

○ - have not paid for in past, still outstanding as far as final decisions 

○ - pianist during mix and mingle 

○ - DJ on the Buckeye Cruise for Cancer as exit music? 

 

Guest Speaker - $30,000 

○ - have not paid for in past, still outstanding as far as final decisions 

○ - Email out to Troy Aikman- not lung cancer specific, but has been impacted by 

cancer and can speak warmly to the impact of cancer and the need for funds to 

research 

○ - Ask out to 9-11 NYFD officer with Stage 4 lung cancer, co-ask with Jon 

Stewart and his First Responder connection.  Super compelling option.  Cara 

noted that there are Columbus FD officers with lung cancer who could be 

invited/tied in.  Why don't we reach out to them for additional exposure? 

Include in video- Cara has connection and will reach out (brother).  

○ - Several other names have been tossed around as maybes 

○ - All dependent on sponsorships, which is also dependent on speaker! 

 

Auctioneer - $3,000 

○ - have not had one in past two years 

○ -would this be beneficial or necessary?  Per Cara- depends on what we're doing 

relative to changing the auction.  In the past, we've done Fund the Need, and 

when we did auctioneer in the past, it was when we had big trips, etc.   

○ -Giving laws have changed- do we need to update auction approach based on 

law/technology/tax receipt change information? 

○ -Tax deduction for giving- buying items v. Fund The Need.   
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○ -Can only deduct the difference between value of item and amount paid.  Is 

there any information on how this is changing outlook/patterns of giving among 

fundraisers?  This tax deduction model has not changed recently; however, it 

has been clarified and specified on receipts so that is more recognized, and 

givers are being held more accountable for accurate reporting of giving. 

○ -Receipts are printing in itemized manner due to BidPal technology 

○ =What is strategy for bigger items/number of items?  Start marketing items 

early to prepare crowd early?  Hype the big ticket items.  Live auction for 

key items to garner excitement.  Auctioneer will make this more exciting (Cara 

will train to become an auctioneer!) 

 

● SPONSORSHIPS (Deborah)  

○ Everyone should have copy of sponsorship letter 

○ New version has been sent with numbers corrected 

○ Genentech has confirmed $3000 sponsorship 

○ Corporate sponsorships might be more lucrative than pharma 

○ approach and engage corporate partnerships as group- put our minds together 

and work as a team 

○ We do have Google Drive document of contacts- let's share this document and 

keep it updated individually so we can access as a group and brainstorm 

together 

○ Dana to give Mer access to email/share drive to get this out to everyone 

○ Last year we had 3 $5000 donors, let's keep the momentum! 

○  

● RUN OF SHOW (Deborah) 

- Dr. Carbone has recommended Angela An- how to fit her in 

- Particular need to maintain control of stage/ organization of speakers (commonly 

mentioned as a constructive point from prior events) 

- Survivor speeches tend to be more emotional, but longer content 

- manage this with video?  slideshow?  Website?  Still shots with voice over? 

- have people in video come up and take a bow? 

- Dr. Farrar and Dr. Pollock?  Annie? How to incorporate, if at all. 

- need to build agenda to tie in to video/theme scripting 

- slide show of still images, survivors 

- tie in children of, nurses of 

"Entrance of the Survivors/Medical Team"- like this option.  Introduce these members 

(James staff) as they come in (from car?  from hallway?  Into kickoff of speeches?- 

like football players) 
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- Lindsay is working to find survivors and staff that are energetic and engaging 

speakers.  Looking for higher success in getting new individuals involved.  Get 

buttons to staff to engage now with BOH.  Use staff at James to advertise event. 

This is a "now" action item- Steve to email Jenna today.  Easel to direct patients 

at the James to website?  Get in OSU publication as well (Lindsay).  

- Designating signage for medical professionals?  Button/uniform?  White coats seem 

to be intimidating/serious.   Ladies wear scarves/gents wear bowties?  Bracelets? 

Flowers?  All options to be considered. 

- Charm bracelet?  Can give as auction item, not able to sell items directly at 

event.   

- Voicemail greeting from VIP as auction item?  "Buy It Now," potentially unlimited 

quantity 

- Live puppy as an auction item?  Do we have contact with a breeder? 

- Steve has reached out to Uber- awaiting response. 

- All members are encouraged to reach out to connections.   

- FUTURE MEETINGS  

○ Wednesday, Feb 20 – 3:30 pm 

○ Wednesday, March 13 – 3:30 pm  

○ Wednesday, April 3 – 3:30 pm  

 

 

NOTES 
-Ticket Presale: Will sell 75 individual tickets with lab tour until sold out. No hard stop date. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACTION ITEMS 
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